Since it was established in 2004, GBOS Laser Brand has been devoted to the research and development, innovation, production and sales of medium and high-end laser systems. So far, it has launched more than 150 kinds of intelligent laser systems, and product lines cover laser marking, cutting, drilling, engraving and other fields. The company has passed the industry's ISO9001.2008 quality management standard and its core technology has won several national patents and software copyrights. A number of products have passed the EU CE certification and the U.S. FDA certification.

With the brand concept of “create customer, serve customer”, GBOS Laser has set up a number of sales and service outlets and agents in China. In overseas markets, after 10 years of market layout, GBOS Laser has established branches and agents in many countries around the world, which can provide products and timely after-sales service.

The company’s core technology, talent, and innovation have created the most comprehensive product line of laser systems in the industry. As the industry leader in intelligent laser systems, our laser systems are being used in various countries and regions worldwide, and customers range from small family-owned businesses to large highly automated enterprises. We believe that our leading laser system can help you to develop and maintain a competitive advantage.

“All GBOS people will be proud of the well-known GBOS”. We make every effort to create the world’s leading brand in the laser industry.
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Garment, Leather, Gift, Parking, Metal, Label, Advertising
Electron, Mobile phone, Automobile ...
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Why choose us

Our specialized technology and R&D ability creates our achievements today, and we will seize the market requirement and shape the market.
We create the unique product by independent research and development innovation and lead the industry.
We have been regarded as the wind indicator in the same industry, and even copied by them, but we have never been exceeded. We are proud.
Whether you are our end-user or our dealer or agent, please firmly believe your choice:

The advantages of competitiveness
GBOS can help you surpass the competitors because we own a wide range of professional product lines, core technical force, and do well in exploring the market demand,

After-sale warranty
Our professional online after-sale team of 7*24 hours, and multiple communication mode can ensure that we can meet you requirement within the shortest time and appoint English professional engineers to serve you on site.

The perfect after-sale training mechanism
After becoming our dealer/agent, we will provide the after-sale engineers with professional training for free, the authentication will be given after assessment.
We will also provide our end users with professional training, and ensure that you can dispose with common faults.

Lead you to new market
GBOS owns over 70 models of products, and over 200 product application schemes, so we can aid you in exploiting new market or new opportunity.

Quality assurance
The perfect quality guarantee, we owns a complete set of improved system, which makes us take the lead in similar products.
Raw material analysis, optical system analysis, equipment precision analysis, quality control during assembling process, engine performance test, and equipment cycle guarantee

Market guarantee (targeted at dealer)
We firmly believe that the corporate integrity and moral can build our brand personality, so once we are awarded the exclusive operation right in market, we will observe the agreement.
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GBOS LASER TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LIMITED

Headquarter: East Street No.1, Taichufang Village, Tongsha, Dongcheng District, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, China
Domestic office: 0769 88990166 89972888

Export office:
Tel: +86 769 88990609  Fax:+86 769 88990677
E-mail: gbos@gboslaser.com
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